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Abstract
Originally published in Contemporary Psychology: APA Review of Books, 1996, Vol
41(7), 642–646. Reviews The American Psychiatric Association's “DSM-IV
(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th ed.)” (see record
1994-97698-000); “The DSM-IV Casebook” by Spitzer, Gibbon, Skodol, Williams,
and First; Fauman's “Study Guide to DSM-IV” (see record 1994-97831-000); “The
DSM-IV Sourcebook (Vol. 1)”, edited by Widiger, et al (see record 1994-97825000); and Othmer and Othmer's “The Clinical Interview Using DSM-IV, Volume 1:
Fundamentals” (see record 1994-97865-000). Overall, the reviewer thinks DSM-IV
is very thorough and clear, and believes a competent mental health professional
ought to be able to read, understand, and use it without a great deal of tutorial
assistance. Perhaps all these products are required because many people are
being encouraged to use DSM-IV who have no business doing so given their lack
of sufficient training in psychopathology and the basics of assessment. Perhaps

publishers are taking advantage of this lack of preparation or are even subtly
cultivating it by offering an almost endless array of titles as promised quick fixes
for more fundamental deficiencies. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2006 APA, all
rights reserved)
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